Vacancy – M/F/X
Safety Engineer Floating LNG

Come and hit the gas at the EXMAR Group
in the position of Safety Engineer Floating LNG
The EXMAR Group is currently looking for a Safety Engineer Floating LNG to reinforce the Exmar
Shipmanagement Infrastructure team in Antwerp.

Who we are and what we do
The EXMAR Group is an international player in the oil and gas industry. Our core activity includes the transport
and transformation of oil and gas (and derivate products) over sea. More than 1400 seafaring crew and 250
shore-based staff daily join forces to provide our clients the best service and offer them innovative solutions.
Together we make sure the world is supplied with gas which energizes both them and ourselves!

Your role in the team
To ensure all HSE requirements resulting from the initial HSEQ/process safety design and the company’s Safety
Management system are implemented in day-to-day operations/maintenance of the asset and to advise the
crew and shore based management on proper measures in order to ensure safe continuation of business.
Your responsibilities and tasks include:







Follow up on HSE during operations and maintenance by reviewing work permits/
isolation schemes/ risk assessments/ job hazard analyses;
Advise and train the team on board and ashore on industry best practices, systems and
guidelines to ensure safe business continuity during operations and maintenance;
Ensure emergency response preparedness by organising exercises, supporting the
emergency response team and providing HSE advise in case of emergencies;
Make sure the safety management system on board the asset is compliant and the crew
is assisted in the implementation (including management of change);
Work on the development of new projects, providing the HSEQ insight in collaboration
with the operations and technical team;
Support in incident investigations and ensure proper lessons learned are implemented.

Your profile






Master in electromechanical or chemical engineering;
Minimum 2-3 years working experience in a technical position linked to operations,
maintenance or safety; preferably in the chemical process/ refining industry;
You are able to define adequate preventive and mitigating safety measures to keep
production going and avoid shut-down of the liquefaction process;
You are able to define and advise management on the way forward for performing safe
maintenance during operations;
You are able to evaluate the adequacy of safety preparations for maintenance works;
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You are flexible to travel overseas;
Basic knowledge of oil & gas industry;
Fluent in written and spoken English.

Our offer
At EXMAR you operate a very international, dynamic and, innovative environment. With us
each working day looks different. We offer a competitive salary, supplemented with a nice
package of fringe benefits. Since we consider personal development and career planning
important, additional in-house and external training is supported.

Convinced?
If interested, let us know by sending an email with your CV and cover letter to
hrprojects@exmar.be. We will get back to you to plan a first interview.
Good luck!
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